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TEMPLATE FOR REPORTING ON RECENT INITIATIVES ON SPORT FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE  
 

All are Born Equal 
 

Provide a summary of the initiative, including a brief overview, proposed/actual outcomes and an assessment of any lessons learned and the way forward. 
 
Please provide more details on the initiative below: 
Objective(s): Please indicate which, if any, of the following fell among the main objectives of the initiative: 

Ensuring that no one is left behind 
Everyone has equal rights to live on this earth. 

Eradicating poverty and promoting prosperity in a 
changing world 
With our plan in promoting sports for everyone, including 
the differently abled, and setting up of Social Enterprises in 
every village, all will be together united as one family 
members, earning their own income and enjoying life. 

Transformation towards sustainable and resilient societies 
If everyone is healthy, educated and wealthy – we will 
achieve our goal. 

Empowering people and ensuring inclusiveness and 
equality 
For our programs – there will be no religion, no language, 
no race, abled and disabled treated in the same way. 

Research development, data collection and/or data 
dissemination 
We pay special attention to trying to rehabilitate different abled 
with sports and entertainment so that everyone could be equal.  

Preventing and fighting corruption in sport 
When the community is together, involved in group sports 
activities ( disabled included) there would be no 
corruption, no crime. 

Conflict prevention/peace building 
We build community groups and there will be always 
peace and unity. 

Strengthened global framework on sport for development 
and peace 
We will work out a plan 

 Policy development for mainstreaming and integrating 
sport for development and peace in development 
programs and policies 
As explained above. 

Resource mobilization, programming and implementation 
We do have lots of volunteers who come forward to help.e 

 • Research, monitoring and evaluation • Other (please specify) 
Implementation mechanisms: 
 

What are the means/processes of implementation of the initiative? 
Planning and working with our island wide divisional offices covering the entire Sri Lanka, leaving not a single person 
behind. 
What are the main deliverables/activities involved? 
Organizing sports, Social Enterprises, Community Groups 
 
What is the time frame of implementation? 
Six months to organize and within 12 months we will have the results 
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Target Audience(s): Who are the beneficiaries of the proposed/implemented initiative? 

Disabled, Un-educated, Elders, Housewives, Those who are suffering from Poverty, very poor people, etc., 
 

Partners/Funding: Who are the main organizations/entities involved in the initiative and what are their roles in development and/or 
implementation? 
Lanka Fundamental Rights Organization with it’s island wide divisional offices ( about 350)  covering the entire Sri Lanka 
and every Grama Sevaka area. 
What are the main sources of funding of the initiative? 
Volunteer services by our volunteers, any donations or financial & advisory support, etc. 

SDG Alignment: To what SDG goal/target/indicator is this initiative targeted? 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 16, 17 
Please indicate any other national or internationally agreed goals/commitments to which this initiative is aligned. 
---- 

Alignment with global 
frameworks: 

How does this initiative align with/contribute to the objectives of the Kazan Action Plan, WHO Global Action Plan on 
Physical Activity or other related internationally agreed frameworks on sport and/or physical activity? 
----------- 
 

Alignment with United Nations 
Action Plan on SDP: 

Which of the four thematic areas of the UN Action Plan on Sport for Development and Peace is this initiative designed to 
align? 
3, 5, 10, 15, 16 
To which action area(s) of the Plan is this initiative designed to contribute? 
1 

Outcomes: What are the expected/actual outcomes of the initiative? 
We could change the entire community to educated, healthy and wealthy.  
  

Mechanism for monitoring and 
evaluating implementation: 

What are the mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating the implementation, outcomes and impact of the initiative? 
Our divisional Offices will follow up and monitor even on a daily basis. 
What are the specific monitoring and evaluation tools involved? 
Visiting the places and checking on the progress 

Challenges/Lessons learned What have been/were the main challenges to implementation? 
There are no any challenges. We need the support. 
What lessons learned have been/can be utilized in the planning of future initiatives? 
We could initially start in a few divisions and then seeing the progress, we could go to every division. 

 
 


